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My major interest has been the development of trade unionism among public sector 

workers in Canada. Empirically, this has meant studying the early history of federal employee 

unionism and, more recently, the development of civil service organizations in Nova Scotia. A 

great many issues are relevant to a study of changes in union attitudes in this sector, including 

the question of the existence of a new middle class, the link between trade unionism and class 

consciousness, and particularly the specificity of the state and state employment. 

My background interest has been the changes in the occupational structure and the class 

structure of advanced capitalism. The issue which brought this question to the forefront of debate 

was the re-awakening of trade union struggles in the late l960s and early 1970s and its spread to 

groups of employees who, historically, had shown little trade union consciousness and less 

militancy. The main question is what has happened and will happen to these workers? 

The initial theoretical response to this new unionism was to explain its source in the 

objective conditions facing white-collar workers ——a relative decline in wages, blocked 

promotion opportunities, rationalisation of work, bureaucratisation —— and it was concluded by 

some that these processes of proletarianisation had finally brought about the polarisation of 

labour and capital. 

This orthodox interpretation —— a term which isn’t meant to imply that it is necessarily 

wrong in all its details —— was challenged by numerous theorists, quick to jump on an 

ascending roller coaster of debate, and I don’t intend to review the contours of this exchange 

here. 

One point seems particularly important, and that is to specify the meaning of 

proletarianisation. In its classical formulation, it meant the loss of one’s independent means of 

production and resulted in the individual being forced to offer his or her labour for wages. It was 

a process of direct alienation, affecting individuals personally, and was occurring concretely in 

Europe while Marx was ‘discovering’ the proletariat. The process was complicated by the 

possibility of eliciting a contradictory response —— a call for a return of past conditions, or a 

creative organization based on the changed relations. This process constantly recurs and it hasn’t 

run its course. It is also not an either/or process. 

Much of the work on the changed circumstances of independent commodity producers in 

Atlantic Canada stresses the semi—proletarian nature of their relationship to the means of 

production. Not only are they forced to sell their product to monopolistic corporate buyers, but 

they often work part time as paid employment during the off-season. 

This, however, has not been the main type of proletarianisation which has interested me. 

The term has also been applied to white collar workers to explain why they have become newly 

organized and newly militant. From an orthodox definition which stresses the dependent or 

independent relationship to the means of production, this is proletarianisation of the proletariat. It 

was this theoretical problem that spurred the development of theories of the new middle class 



which could, then, undergo a type of proletarianisation. 

This process has two distinct dimensions. It may occur to individuals who, in their 

immediate work situation, suffer what Braverman termed the degradation of their work. When 

this occurs there is often elicited a militant response, usually a defensive kind of unionism aimed 

to restore the conditions of autonomy or skill threatened. But seen from the point of view of the 

individuals going through this development — and especially younger male white collar workers 

— this link between immediate position and career is tentative and temporary. It may represent a 

temporary set-back in an otherwise expanding career. The occupational expectations are 

important in determining response. 

For example, in studying the development of occupational specialization in the civil 

service, there is little doubt that considerable proletarianisatiou has occurred. But it is one thing 

to compare positions over a 2 year span and conclude that there has been a considerable increase 

in proletarian, or semi-proletarian positions, and another thing to claim that certain people have 

been proletarianised. In fact, taken from an individual perspective, for some the reverse has 

occurred. 

In combination with the expansion of the workforce, the old middle class bureaucrats are 

not the new semi-proletarians, but their supervisors and middle managers. In this sense, 

proletarianisation is structural rather than individually degrading, with younger individuals being 

recruited to fill the expanding new semi-proletarian occupations. Maybe the paradox is that over 

the last 25 years the trade union consciousness of the civil service has changed considerably, but 

trade union attitudes of individual civil servants have remained more stable. In a way, then, the 

new middle class has not been radicalized. What has happened is that occupations which had 

hitherto been ‘middle class’ have themselves aged and changed with age —they have been semi-

proletarianised and filled by new workers who — in this sense — are no longer middle class. 

Basically, then, with the broadening of the concept of relations of production to embrace 

not only dependent or independent employment status but also such key issues as the control 

over the job, autonomy, mental and manual labour and authority relations, it can be claimed that 

occupational differentiation has generated large numbers of semi-proletarian positions filled by 

new workers who are developing union consciousness. This is a process of relative, or semi-

prolatarianisation. Of the structure of workplace relationships. 

The most important arena for the development of such relatively proletarianised groups 

has been the state sector.  It has been apparent that the new militancy of the ‘new middle class’ 

was predominantly found among public employees. It was state workers who, suddenly, were in 

the forefront of unionisation in Canada. This fact complicated the question of the class analysis 

of this new trade unionism. It has been argued that public sector workers are in an ambiguous 

position with respect to the class struggle. 

If I might be allowed the devise of constructing two absolutely contrasting positions — 

one of which suggests that public employees especially, and white-collar workers generally, have 

fundamental class interests which are different from and antagonistic to the working class, and a 

second which places public employees squarely in the front lines of proletarian class struggle — 

the potentially contradictory nature of public service work may be highlighted. 

On the one hand there was the theory of post-capitalism which proclaimed the 

ascendancy of the ‘new middle class’ -- professionals, technocrats, administrators, managers -- to 

the position of the new ruling class. In capitalist society this was still a process which had not run 

its full course. In state socialism, the technocratic revolution had already occurred. 

The ‘new middle class’, then, was a class in the full sense of the term because in addition 



to a coherent social existence, it had its own separate class interest which was distinct from the 

bourgeoisie and distinct from the proletariat, and ultimately antagonistic to both. 

The traditional Marxist statement on the class character of the state tended, in a peculiar 

way, to confirm this. In its contemporary form this near-functional theory asserts that the state is 

an instrument for the reproduction of capitalism, that it functions to re-produce capitalism 

economically, politically, militarily and ideologically. The state, then, is a structural instrument 

which maintains capitalist hegemony and therefore is objectively opposed to the interests of the 

working class. 

 State workers, it follows, are instruments of this reproduction. Teachers teach the norms 

of hierarchical authority and petty opportunism conducive to economic success. Welfare workers 

function to smooth out the class struggle, to divert militancy and to act as agents of social 

control.. Health workers ensure a healthy workforce, ready and able to be exploited. The police 

actively suppress class conflict, in its collective expression by smashing strikes, and in its 

individual expression by creating and then controlling crime among the working class. 

Reproductive workers were not only parasitical on the working class by being 

economically unproductive; they were antagonistic to the proletariat because they produced ‘law 

and order’. Public employees, given their functional role in maintaining capitalist relations of 

production, were inherently reactionary. 

There was an alternative vision to this. It seemed clear that industrial capitalism had 

solved its difficulties temporarily by a combination of state intervention and fiscal planning, 

leading to the rapid growth of the state sector. The militancy of public employees in the 1970s 

was an indication that the contradictions of Keynesian intervention had placed state workers 

directly on the fault line of the contemporary crisis of capitalism. The fiscal crisis of the state had 

thrust government employees to the forefront of the contradictions of capitalism. Not only were 

they now engaging in class struggle, but they were beginning to lead it. With some stretch of’ the 

imagination, public employees could be regarded as the new revolutionary vanguard, removing 

that mantle from the likes of students, natives and women — sectors of the population 

systematically excluded from or experiencing special oppression within social production. 

Not only were public employees ‘especially militant’ but they were ‘reproductive’ 

workers and, in this alternative version, this made them doubly progressive. They provided 

necessary services — essential services — for the working class, and their importance would 

expand in a post-revolutionary society. They were positioned to best understand the 

contradictions of capitalism and they had every interest in the expansion of the state and the 

rationalisation of private capitalism. 

In short, their interests were entirely congruent with those of the industrial proletariat, but 

being state workers they had broader horizons, a serve-the-people’ mentality, and an interest in 

the expansion of public capital. 

The promise of public service unionism was the likelihood that it could be converted, 

more easily, into a socialist movement — it had inherently progressive overtones. 

As I have constructed these two arguments, I think they are both wrong. The public 

employee is not inherently reactionary because he/she works for an institution which reproduces 

capitalism, although the importance of the consolidation of a state elite in post-revolutionary 

society should not be underestimated. But neither is the state worker in an unambiguous position 

to defend the interests of the working class as a whole. 

The state must be seen as a contradictory institution of dominance.  In the classic Marxist 

sense, it is an expression of the class interests of the bourgeoisie and corporations in general. 



This means that it must be separate and have powers to override particular capitals and interests 

in the interest of’ the general expansion of capitalism. 

Speaking as a Nova Scotian, ‘our’ provincial segment of the state in Canada is among the 

most blatant in the country in its overt class character — from the notorious Michelin Bill to the 

Free Enterprise Fisheries Bill which gives fishers the rights they already have and denies them 

the right they need: to bargain collectively with the fish companies. 

The degree of independence of the political from the economic makes the state, in 

principle, susceptible to pressures from the dominated classes and other groups. One of the chief 

objections of an entirely structural analysis of state actions is the implication that the working 

class is an object of control rather than a social actor. Class struggle becomes confined to the 

competing hegemonic forces of ultimate class control over the state while daily state actions 

(whether seen as structurally determined or dependent on the instrumental manipulations of the 

ruling class) simply serve to reproduce capitalism. 

I don’t want to quarrel with the foundation of this view — that the state serves the 

interests of to the best of its ability — nor with the conclusion — that the result of reforms 

granted or extracted from the state have tended to strengthen and consolidate the interests of the 

dominant class. But I do wish to emphasize a couple of points.  First, by and large, reforms are 

extracted by working class organization and pressure in what they perceive to be in their 

interests.  This view is important tactically in the battle to maintain the level of services.  An 

emphasis on the creative rather than the determined side of class struggle highlights the often 

conflicting or contradictory interests which inform organizational, ideological, and political 

action. 

Second, the state is the instrument of reproduction, not only of capitalism, but of society 

itself. In this respect education, health, recreation, even welfare are things which vitally affect the 

working class. Having these services and resources is in the interests of the working class —if by 

‘interest’ is understood short-term interest.  There are long-term implications of the content of 

these services for the general maintenance of capitalism. But consciousness and action far more 

easily occur along the lines of immediately perceivable interests. These are areas of potential 

conflict between capitalist and emerging revolutionary culture — again defining the latter very 

broadly. 

The separate organisational existence of the state creates opportunities for organised 

opposition to have an effect on short—term policies.  This is especially true of the quasi-

democratic form of the state in capitalist societies of the centre. There has been room for 

considerable reform within the boundaries of the general interests of capitalism which, if part of 

a movement of transformation, can have important implications in the long and short-run. 

Government workers in the institutions of the state, then, can be allies or protagonists of this 

struggle and their position is not determined solely by the functional importance of their roles as 

instruments of capitalist reproduction. 

Third, state workers share an interest in the expansion of government services.  However, 

these can take the form of the growth of repressive agencies or, on the other hand, of institutions 

providing more positive social needs — a factor which indicates that different types of 

government employees have somewhat different relations to some of the goals of mass struggles. 

It should be noted, however, that even the repressive agents serve the general needs of the 

population with respect to their immediate interests.. This can be seen in sharpest focus during 

police strikes. The distinction between repressive agencies and those of legitimation are not at all 

clear cut. Nor are the abstract functions easy to separate in practice. 



Each of these issues — the provision of essential services and the possibility of apparent 

political influence (which is more important in the organised effort to achieve reform than in the 

actual reform) — do help to generate legitimacy for the state, although it should be noted that 

there is a distinction between the legitimacy of ‘the state’ per se and the much more frail 

legitimacy of the governing political party. Disillusionment with the latter often occurs within 

the context of the accepted legitimacy of the former. 

In addition, it is possible to overemphasize the cognitive components of the legitimacy of 

the state. General acceptance of the form of the state as a mass phenomenon rests, initially, on 

the immediate interests of the population.  State provision of many of these may be unnecessary 

in any logical sense, but social organization has created a considerable dependency on the state. 

Immediate interests are not absolutes and they change with respect to expectations and what is 

called ‘adjusting to reality’. Secondly, normative concerns are important.  Acceptance of the 

status quo may be based less on perceived legitimacy and more on acquiescence to what is 

defined as normal. Undermining the cognitive legitimacy of the state may be an indispensable 

element in developing a radical alternative, but by itself it is insufficient. The general acceptance 

of cynical knowledge may be an equally likely outcome. These issues should be considered 

when debating the depth of the crisis of legitimacy 

We are rather far from a situation~ in Canada where the state can no longer rule in the old 

way. The state may be prepared to jettison some of the basics of the democratic traditions, but it 

will be done in the context of competing claims for legitimacy on the grounds of general welfare 

against sectional interests. Public employees are particularly vulnerable targets of this process.  

And they are particularly vulnerable when apparently pursuing sectional interests. 

The reproductive role of state workers which is, in part, of interest to the working class, 

becomes especially important when we evaluate the impact of public employee strikes and the 

public response to them.  These strikes, as well as the expansion of militancy and trade union 

consciousness they herald, arose in the context of the expansion of the state and the 

contemporary crisis of capitalism which has largely deepened over the last decade and a half. 

 The early shock-waves of the current economic crisis were felt in the late l960s and 

early 1970s. These included such things as the long- run effects of Keynesian policies and 

several contingent phenomena such as producers’ cartels and advancing liberation movements in 

the non-industrialised world. 

The capacity of the system to grant reforms is dependent on the fortunes of capital 

accumulation —even with the potential for resorting to deficit financing which, apparently, 

cannot expand infinitely without sending shock-waves throughout the economic system. 

Whatever the actual causes of this latest crisis — and Great Recession may be too 

optimistic — the state was charged simu1taneously, with being the chief architect of the 

problem, with its unproductive expenditures, budget deficit, and an ‘unacceptable’ inflation rate 

as its chief symptom, and with curing it. 

The state was thrust into the front lines in the battle against inflation and this meant, 

initially, that it would be taken out of the hides of state workers. 

Traditionally the state employee has borne the initial brunt of the battle against inflation, 

if only as an advanced expeditionary force. In the early 1970s pay ceilings were announced in 

the public sector. They began as ‘voluntary’ restraints —meaning that the government 

voluntarily went along with them and their negotiators would take a hard line in collective 

bargaining.  They soon spread to the provinces where such ceilings were legislated. 

This attack came at a particular historical time. Living standards had been rising. 



Reforms had extended collective bargaining rights to public employees, in many cases giving 

them the right to strike. They had had their first taste of organisational success, rapidly 

recovering any lost differentials and keeping up with inflation. They were coming of prosperous 

times. 

And they reacted with a new spirit of militancy to the imposition of selective wage 

controls, breaking through them, and making gains which placed the private sector unions in a 

catch-up position. In the process the public sector unions pushed to the forefront of organised 

and militant labour in Canada. 

This view of ‘exceptional militancy’ should not be exaggerated. It did seem to come out 

of a vacuum, in two senses. First, public employees had been quiescent — securely rooted trees 

in a protected forest. And the traditional proletariat had been less than militant. Added to the 

failure of student and minority rebellion to seize the future, the tendency to grasp any sign of 

potential social rebellion was, at least, understandable. 

Much of this militancy, however, was situated in Quebec which faced contradictions 

which were not generalisable to the country as a whole. Over the early 1970s the proportion of 

militancy among public employees —taking only strike statistics into account — was a little 

higher than their proportion in the Canadian workforce, supporting the view that they were more 

progressive or advanced. But the completeness of organisation tends to be high in public service 

and the degree of militancy was less than proportionate relative to the organised working class. 

There are several concrete reasons which limit the collective bargaining of the public 

employee, some of which relate back to the contradictions of the state. The experience of this 

new militancy in the early l970s highlighted these contradictions and those characteristics which 

made the public sector specific. These influenced the direction and content of collective 

bargaining. 

There are a number of aspects which make the public sector specific and different from 

the private sector. For example, labour is not sold directly to capital; profit is not the motive of 

public sector production; use values rather than commodities are produced in the public sector; 

politics rather than market forces determine public sector production; and the public sector 

workers are uniquely reproductive and provide essential services. 

All of these differences need to be qualified and, expressed as dichotomies, they do not 

capture the complexities of social reality. 

I want to mention one briefly. Most government services are financed directly out of 

taxes, most of which are personal taxes. This sets up a complicated triad of interests between 

taxpayers, recipients of state services and public employees, each of which can be mobilised 

separately, although they overlap concretely. Mobilised as sectional interests, they can be used to 

oppose government workers — who, incidentally, have all three interests simultaneously. 

Logically, as well as concretely, there is no necessary distinction of interests here. 

Recipients of services (direct and indirect) pay for them in some fashion, more or less willingly, 

but are interested in the quality of services and the quality of the relationship with the public 

employee. Hence the desire for a new, progressive unionism that unites clients and employees in 

a campaign for the maintenance of quality services at a price that will secure these services. This 

objective is an important one tactically in the present. 

But the main point here is to stress that the outcome of any action is variable because the 

interests that comprise the various elements are contradictory. It is a truism that the creative 

resolution of contradictory relationships requires organisation. But the obverse of this is equally 

true: that the structural requirements or conditions of action lead to fragmentation of interests, to 



particularisms and the domination of immediate interests in the absence of organisation. 

The actual outcome of a contradictory situation, whether over the quality and direction of 

state—provided education or services or public employee strikes, is crucially affected by 

struggle, by tradition and experience and by organisation. 

What of the more recent past, then? 

Public employees did not stay in the frontlines for long. In 1975 wage controls were 

imposed, particularly on the public sector. When state workers regained consciousness, they 

faced a different situation than in the early years of the decade. 

Now there are selective controls.  They came forst for public workers in Quebec, British 

Columbia, Alberta.  Then for federal workers.  Now they are general. 

It sounds like 1970, repeated. 

But there is this difference. There was the decade of the seventies and those experiences. 

There is now a tradition of militancy in the public sector. Shouldn’t we expect a similar militant 

response? Perhaps even a stronger one? 

I think there are many reasons to temper this optimism. It is one thing to emphasise the 

importance of struggle, and another to assume that only one side is capable of learning. The state 

has learned at least as much about how to make use of the contradictions of public sector 

unionism for its ends. They have used the strike in public service to drive a wedge between 

public and private sector workers, between service workers and the general public and between 

taxpayers and government workers. Now, by layoffs, the state is dividing public employees from 

each othe. 

There have been years of lost wages, years of an employer and media blitz to weaken 

unions, years of convincing Canadians that their economic problems, if they don’t lie outside the 

country, are caused by unions and public sector unions in particular. The working class as a 

whole is coming off lean, nor prosperous, times. 

Lest it be concluded that, automatically, the worse things get-the better, it is instructive to 

recall the British experience. Thatcherism has brought in its train the highest unemployment 

since the Depression, greater than the psychological divide of three million which was to be the 

catalyst for a new ‘year of discontent’. The conservatives are •cutting the welfare state to the 

bone. Yet the British labour movement is as divided as it has ever been and there are few signs of 

solidary opposition. 

Lest I end up with too pessimistic a conclusion, it should be clear that situations of 

contradictory interests do not have a necessary, or inevitable evaluative component. There is no 

single ideology, politics or response that must be determined to occur in a contradictory 

situation. People can respond to public service strikes in many ways, and there is no necessity for 

them to oppose striking workers, even when their services are affected. 

One of the lures of social history is that it provides an opportunity to reminisce in the 

past, when commuters refused to take trollies during a drivers’ strike, or chased scab letter 

carriers down the street with brooms, as they did in 1918. One of the uses of social history is that 

it reminds us that there were such times. 

But when economic circumstances get particularly bad, there is a tendency to emphasise 

special instead of general interests, to accept those evaluations, those ideologies that represent 

short-term and particularistic interests. Coming in tandem with the massive government and 

media propaganda campaign, this tendency is strengthened. And this is especially powerful in 

the absence of any alternative evaluation which is seen as legitimate by working people. That is, 

an organised and effective labour movement with wider political initiative and leadership. 



In the immediate future, defeats will- out-weigh victories for the labour movement. This 

situation emphasises the importance of fighting to retain the rights that have been won, and now 

that means the right to strike in essential services and the right to bargain collectively.   

What this means for would-be progressives is, on the practical side, local organisation, 

alliances with appropriate special-interest groups, willingness to confront misleadership within 

the labour movement and the wider political arena, and debate: a theoretical journal to discuss 

organisational questions and practical activity. And a labour press. 

All very tall orders. And without a genuine working class movement of rank-and-file 

workers to give it something to focus on, some base in reality to test ideas and practices, it will 

come to nought. It will lead only to more sectarianism or cynicism 

More than ever a history of contemporary times must be a history of the left. 


